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( Front Cover Pictures )                                                                      
(Top) GFC of SA Highest Point Scoring Boat 2019-20 

“ GALAXY STAR - Rolf Czabayski ” 
 

(Bottom) GFC of SA Champion Trailer Boat up to 8m  
2019-20  

“ BARCRUSHERBOYS - Zane Niblock ” 

Past Presidents                         
1937-38 Frank Moorhouse* 

1938-39 Professor Mark Mitchell* 

1939-42 G R ‘Jim’ Cowell* 

1942-46 Club Activities Suspended WWII 

1946-48 G R ‘Jim” Cowell* 

1948-49 H Fairfax Johnston* 

1949-51 Eldrid H V Riggs* 

1951-52 Edgar S Davidson* 

1952-53 Jack Lord Arthur* 

1953-56 Ernest W Palmer AO* 

1956-59 Colonel R B Hone* 

1959-62 W B ‘Bill’ Coombs* 

1962-64 Thomas E Cooper* 

1964-66 Sir Arthur Barrett* 

1966-69 A R ‘Jim’ Polson* 

1969-72 Clive Whitrow * 

1972-75 John C Johnston* 

1975-76 Basil D Mitchell* 

1976-78 Keith Waterman* 

1978-80 David N Fairs* 

1980-82 Ralph L Parsons 

1982-83 John Clark 

1983-86 Rolf Czabayski 

1986-88 George Flourentzou 

1988-90 Sam Roccatti 

1990-92 Trevor Rule* 

1992-93 George Flourentzou 

1993-95 John Bannister 

1995-97 Ian Guest 

1997-99 John Walker 

1999-01 Kosta Flourentzou 

2001-02 John Werner (snr) 

2002-03 Kosta Flourentzou  

2003-05 Rolf Czabayski                                         

2005-09 Steve Morris                                    

2009-11 John Mitchell*                          

2011-  Ralph Czabayski                           

(*Denotes Deceased ) 

Distribution Dates of  The Pointer Newsletter 

 2020/2021 SEASON 

Honorary Members 

Shane Mensforth ( SA Angler Magazine ) 

Peter Donaldson ( Member for 52 Years ) 
 

Club Sponsors 
Co-Platinum :- Trader Electrical (Simon Gerard) 

                  Strictly Business Charters  (Andrew & David 

McMahon) 

 

Gold :-    Star Electrical  (Ralph Czabayski)  

                 

Silver :-  St. Louis Age care centre (Paul Maris Naish)        

 

Bronze :-  Copyworld (Ross Almond)        
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Club Patron & Life Member 
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Mark Snadden 
Committee, Registering Tag 

Cards on Spread sheets 

Rolf Czabayski 
Assistant Treasurer Pointer 

News Letter editor 

Tracey Tito 

Ashley north 
Assistant to Weight Recorder 

Nicola Bradley 
Club secretary & 

Publicity Officer and FaceBook  

Paul Wilton 

Dale Smith 
In charge of all club stocks, sales & 

Purchases of Club Merchandise 
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GFC of SA President  
Ralph Czabayski  

 

Dear Members, 

I would like to welcome everyone to the fourth edition of the pointer magazine for season 2020-2021. 

The third edition of the pointer once again was excellent. I would like to say well done to Rolf for all his efforts in 
getting the pointer out to all our members. The last few months were very busy for the committee in regards to 
The John Johnston Memorial Wirrina Tuna Slam and also getting the last edition of the pointer out. 

The John Johnston Memorial Wirrina Tuna Slam Tournament was held in late February. Once again it was a well 
run tournament with over twenty five boats competing. It was good to see so many boats and anglers competing 
for the prize money and prizes. The prize money and prizes were equally shared amongst the anglers. I would 
like to thank the committee who were there for all their hard work re setting up, cooking, cleaning, and weighing 
the fish. Until you’re involved in it you do not realize how much work it takes. Once again thanks to the                   
committee that put in a huge effort re the running of the tournament.  

In regards to the club break in we have managed to get back six out of the nine John Johnston reels. We are still 
working on the last three and hopefully they will turn up. Thanks to the members who have spotted the reels for 
sale in the second hand dealer shops around Adelaide.  

Our weight recorder has been kept very busy with plenty of recordings being submitted by all of our members. It 
looks like the presentation dinner will be very exciting as a lot of boats and anglers have achieved the four             
required criteria. We will have to wait and see who the winners are in the over and under 25 foot boat section 
and anglers section. Make sure when the tickets are available for this event you get in quick and organize a table.  

I would also like to thank our sponsors for this season, as you all know without sponsors we would not be able to 
run the club. A special thanks too: 

Platinum Sponsors – Trader Electrical (Simon Gerad) & Strictly Business Charters (Andrew & David McMahon) 

Gold Sponsor – Star Electrical (Ralph Czabayski) 

Silver Sponsor – St Louis Age Care Centre (Paul & Maris Nash) 

Bronze Sponsor – Copyworld (Ross Almon) 

Also thanks to our tournament sponsors, shirt sleeve sponsors and to all the business that advertise in the pointer. 

The club is in good shape financially and has no other debts apart from daily bills. 

Tight Lines, 
Ralph Czabayski 
President 
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All members – GFCSA 

Financial Overview of Club 

 

Fishing on Kangaroo Island has been very quiet out of Kingscote as is quite normal for the time of year – waiting 
for a good blow to get the fish hungry and moving into the Bay. Made the trip in my small boat over to Redbanks 
and just as quiet, but plenty of crabs about. Long trip back into a fresh norwester and a few white caps. But the 
fish are here so it will improve – saw a woman catch a big flathead off the pontoon at the Bay of Shoals Ramp 
this afternoon, and a visitor caught a 37cm blue leatherjacket at the Rock Pool. 

The Club’s financial position has changed little in the past three months. Wirrina has come and gone and the Club 
remains healthily in credit for the year to date. Turnover for the year is just over $70k and surplus over $11k. 
Club assets total almost $350k with no liabilities other than day to day running costs.  

Debtors are small and being followed up, while cash reserves are over $200k. I will shortly be invoicing members 
for their 2021-2022 membership fees, as we approach the end of another financial year. All in all, a good year for 
the Club and has been heartening to see some of the stolen goods returned to the Club. 

Detailed Club financial information may be obtained by contacting Rolf Czabayski or myself. 

Stephen White  Treasurer GFCSA 

GFC of SA Treasurer   
Steve White 

Mark Snadden 

 

If you have any questions don’t hesitate to contact our technical director 
(Steve Morris: 0407 280 323) 
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Rolf presented member of our 
club, Andrew Sammut his State 
Record certificate on the way to 
Port Lincoln . 
 
Winning challenge certificates 
were also presented to 
Andrew. 

 The All waters Tuna/Kingfish 

challenge winner. Zane Niblock 

took out heaviest Tuna male 

angler 16.5kg on 10kg.  

Ashley Brandom now has an 

Australian and state record 

12.80kg Carp on 2kg line class. 

The highest point scoring and 
highest tag point scoring trailer 

boat went to Team Justagirl, 

Paul Tobin won the most 

meritorious Tuna by a male 

angler with 15kg fish on 6kg.  

Member Rolf Czabayski 

Winning the club night Raffle 

with a few beers to take home 

John Johnston’s Daughter pays our club 

rooms a visit & was give the grand Tour 

by Rolf Czabayski. 

She seemed to be very imprested with the 

way the club rooms are coming along. 
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Club night was a bit low on numbers but the 25 there had a great time.  

Rolf won the raffle first time he's won anything he said and then kindly donated it back for the May club 
night raffles we’ll keep it on ice  . 

There seems to be some confusions on tagging, tag cards, how to tag and where to tag so we will run the 
tagging event meant for April on the May Club night, so try to get along if you can. 

 Steve Morris presented the calendar event winners. 
Andrew Sammut scored a new state record species title 
with his capture of a 29kg kingfish on 10kg.  

Team Justagirl, Julie Stanley ( Jules )  took out highest point and highest tag point scoring female, the 
heaviest and most meritorious Tuna for female angler with 17kg on 6kg line class and also had the only 
kingfish entrant so cleaned that up with a NLC 2.7kg kingfish. The highest point scoring and highest tag 
point scoring trailer boat went to Team Justagirl, the crew involved in the challenge was skipper Tracey 
Tito, Jules Stanley, Kerry Duncan, Tracy Bradbrook, Janine Gin and Rosemarie Roberts 

LEFT: Kev and Paul cooking 
up a massive BBQ. 

RIGHT: It’s not often you 
see this carpark full! 
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Kevin Tito doing another cook up at the BBQ. 
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What an amazing year we have had as far as club nights go. If you are not aware the 

first Tuesday of every month is Member's night down at the club. we have a 

6.30pm start time and its usually over by 9pm. The numbers have increased from 

10—20 to 40-50 and its great to see so many new members taking advantage of 

these nights. There is usually a learning component, BBQ a few bevies and a raffle.  

 

The calendar fishing event awards are also made on these nights and are becoming fiercely competitive. 

These nights are family friendly with our female membership growing, this means yes girls there is even 

wine available. These nights are great for handing in your tag cards and picking up some more. The club 

merchandise shop is also open on club nights so come and have a look at what we have available. 

 

If you have not attended one recently or ever, please know that you will be very welcome. We have these 

nights for you, the members. 

 

For communication purposes if you have 

Facebook or /and Instagram please let me 

know as it an easy way for me to 

communicate any upcoming events etc. 

Text your details to me on 0412238517 or 

email to tracey@tito.com.au and don’t 

forget to include your name. See you at the 

next club night. 

Tracey Tito 
Event Coordinator 

The Clubs Merchandize room 
was open for sales 

The Clubs Members arriving 
and getting straight on to a beer 
or two 

Steve Morris giving some members 
a few tips & demos on leaders and 
rigging 
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Hi, my name is Connor Sammut. 

On Sunday the 14th and Monday the 15th I competed in the 2021 Port Lincoln Tuna Classic with my dad, 
my uncle Andrew and two extra crew members, Ben and Nic. 

The day was calm, but the sea was rough. We lined up, at 8am 
the shotgun shot into the sky, and the throttles were down. 
The engines revved, as I looked behind I saw the big boats in 
the distance. There were 25 boats. People came from all 
around; from Adelaide to Port Lincoln.  It was a race from Port 
Lincoln Harbour to Donington Island. It was Check Mate, 
Catfish and Risky Business that kept racing to Roslyn Shoals. 
About three quarters of the way, Catfish sheared a prop bush 
and then they dropped back. Risky Business and Check Mate 
kept racing through. 

About ten minutes out, Risky Business had a throttle issue. 
Just as we got to Roslyn Shoals, Dad and Ben set the spread. 
They had two rods in the outriggers and three rods in the 
back rod holders. The middle rod kept tracking to the left, so 
Dad grabbed the rod and was winding it in. Then out of 
nowhere a tuna smashed the lure. By the time we landed it, 
just as we pulled it up, we got the first tuna for over 8 
metres. After reeling it in, we measured the tuna and bled it 
so it was in an edible condition. Uncle Andrew called it 
through on the radio, to let the scoring boat know we had 
caught a fish. 

 

Not long after we heard the outrigger bang! Then the 
reel started to scream signifying there was a fish on 
the line. I ran to the back of the boat and grabbed the 
rod. I had hooked my first tuna for the weekend! After 
5-10 minutes of work, I had the tuna at the side of the 
boat. Dad quickly netted it and just like that we had 
our second tuna on board. 
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Some time passed and at 6:00 that night, stop fishing was called and most boats returned to Memory 
Cove. We got picked up by a dingy and went to the mother ship for dinner that night. The home made 
spaghetti, pasta and meatball was incredible after a good day of fishing. 

The next day at 5:30am we woke up and went and picked up our crew 
from the mother ship before heading back to Roslyn Shoals. We arrived 
at 8am just as Start Fishing was called and we put all 5 rods in, two were 
in the outriggers and three were put in the back rod holders. Not long 
after this, one of our back rods went off and just as we stopped the boat 
to get to that rod, a second rod suddenly went off! As Dad was reeling in 
his rod, a third rod went off. We landed all three fish but unfortunately 
one of them wasn’t big enough to tag for the competition so we threw it 
back. 

Mid-day arrived and we decided it was time to move spots, 
so we went to Susan’s Shoal. Unfortunately we had no luck 
there and at 3pm Stop Fishing was called for the last time 
and the competition was over. 

Overall, I thoroughly enjoyed the competition and had lots 
of fun, it was very well organised and run and I cannot wait 
to compete again in 2022. 

Tight lines everyone, 
Connor. 
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We that is Cherekee Owen & myself flew to Darwin on a fishing trip to Barra Lodge which entailed 
a brief stopover & another flight from Darwin 200nm to (Maningrida an aboriginal settlement ) 
where we met the Barra Lodge fishing guide Chris with a 6m H/Duty Tinnie at the boat ramp. 
(The lodge  location is a 30 min bus drive from the Camp and has a boat ramp in the bush. This 
is where we would stay in camp tents after fishing for the day ) 

We set off in the tinnie up the Liverpool river really wide & deep fund 30plus nm inland. 
The temperature was 34degrees so hot no wind . 

Owen said I don’t like this fishing & don’t take me tomorrow I am not coming. To Chris the guides credit he 
encouraged Owen & helped him cast & we tried several spots along the river until eventually Owen cast into the 
snag area& hooked a nice Barra (photos to follow) as he fought the fish for a few minutes before Chris netted the 
fish . 

Owen changed from a grump to let’s find another. 
We all caught a few more Barra as we worked our way up stream not big but good fishing. 
There were 4 other boats with guides & guests ,we were all hauled out into trailers while we sat in the boat. 
So hot Owen wanted the big bucket of ice tipped over him which cooled him down . 
Then into the bus /coach with the other 15 fishermen/ Women . 

Back to the lodge over rough road & settled at the bar with drinks & pan fried Barra. 
Dave the manager & staff made us welcome meeting the other fishers telling story’s one guy said he was 
buggered caught 120cm Barra along with his wife who had a love hate arrangement about how long it takes to 
land his fish. She said she would push him in (husband beater) 
The tents were ok had AC & a onsuite at the back 

Next day 6:00am breaky & the bus left at 7:00am sharp with the 18 fishers to the boat ramp. 
 
No wind & Bl…. hot! 

New guide for the day was Syd & boat  
So we went blue water and about 6NM north east we all started 
flicking into a school of Mac tuna caught 3 & 1 Spanish Macs, all 
about 3 to 5kg . 

Then we bottom fished in about 15m 
water, using soft plastics . 

(I’m sure John Leftwich would love to hear that) 
Non stop catching many varieties coral 
trout ,Trevor’s, Blue Boys ,(parrot) Cod, 
Hussar and Slated bream.  

(mother-in-law’s) had enough of this. 

So we took off and trolled for a while 
caught a couple of barracuda & some 
more tuna .All were released as this is a 
no take deal, except one boat is allowed 
to bring some fish back to the Lodge for 
dinner. 

Story  
Written by Member  

Bob Hill 

Bob  Hill with a little Spannish 

Cherekee and Owen > 
With  
Blue Boys ,(parrot) 
Cod,  
Hussar and Slated 

<Cherekee With  
A good size  
Trevor 
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At 11:00am we ran up inside the river for Barra fishing. 

Syd took us to his favorite corner where using his side scan sonar located a bunch of Barra, 
Cherekee starred catching quite a few & our little man Owen caught a couple of 500 to 600cm sized fish, I also 
caught two, was a good little session. 

An area on a point near Syd’s corner had no snags, so it was great fishing. We then worked our way up river 
stopping to flick at various hot spots, Owen was on fire and just loving the fishing . 

Near the end of the river we spotted a dead crocodile floating past we checked it no visible signs of bullet hole or 
other croc bite . 
Ran back to the boat ramp 20nm. 
 

Day 3  

A New boat guide Vinnie  
We went Blue Water again similar story But Owen really settled into the fishing, flicking into schools of tuna lot of 
fun Bottom fishing Owen & Cherekee caught nice coral trout (no ciga) Up here. 

Lots of other reef fish were released . 
Then we ran back into the river, at the mouth the aboriginals had netted one side & had lots of Barra in their net . 
One big croc came in to eat the fish & then another croc came in, the big croc was not happy. Looked like it was 
going to kill the other croc. really good to watching the too a fro between them. 
 

Day 4  

Another New guide, Kelly  
6:00am On the Bus already 34degrees 
Kelly ran the boat 30NM up river at 28kts to the head where it narrowed & plenty of logs & snags to which  were 
surrounding us! 

The Barra were there, we all caught one or two, before all 3 lines we had were hooked up on under water snags. 
With the current running out & the guide intent on retrieving all lures brought the boat into the snags by way of the 
electric motor, 

The guide became cranky & instead of breaking the lures off, he managed to lose the lure retrieving pole instead, 
which made him more upset & the boat was trapped amongst the Tree branches . 
We eventually managed to pole our way out. 

He then told us to flick lures along the gaps between the big mangroves as we were being taken out  and long the 
river by the current. 

Of course several hookups were in the tree branches, which made the guide even madder . 
So err! we then ran down river, stopping at all of the run off gullies and fishing but with no Barra eating but we 
drifted over a Barra with its head down sleeping which is a regular occurrence apparently! 
Barra fishing continued  

Last hour of the day fishing with Guide Kelly actually! the Barra were on the bite and Cherekee caught 4 Owen & 
myself 3 each. 

Then we had the ran back to the boat ramp Owen had another 40litres of iced water tipped on Him. 

The guide on day 4 had been rude all day & as we stepped off the boat Owen said let’s put today in as a FAIL!! 
But I must say overall the guides were good. 

We flew out the next day to Jabiru, for some recommended hiking to waterfalls which are in very difficult to get to 
locations . 
We ended off our fishing adventure only looking at crocs & water Lilly’s  
 

Bob Hill 
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At North East Crash Repairs                                                
we provide the following Services 

 Crash Repair Service 

 Mechanical Repairs & Servicing 

 Air Conditioning Service 

 Insurance Work 

 Private Work 

 Corporate Customers 

 Windscreen Replacement 

 

Insurance Claims Made Easy 

Simply call us and we will look after everything whilst keeping 
you informed on the progress of the repairs on your vehicle. 

We will contact the insurance company, arrange for your      ve-
hicle to be appraised, organise a loan car or a low cost rental. 

We will ensure the job is completed perfectly and on time! 

 

Associations and Memberships 

 Master Collision Group Adelaide 

 RAA Approved Repairer 

 MTA Membership 

 Fleet SA Approved Repairer 

 Fleet care Accredited Repairer 

PH: 8266 1155 
4 O.G.Road Klemzig  

E: info@northeastcrash.com.au 
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Getting kids into fishing is one the best things as a parent one can have. My son 
Charlie now 7 years old has progressed slowly from his first fish a Leather Jacket at 
age 3 to Salmon on the surf beaches and now to Eagle Rays and trying for game 
fish! Some kids they say only watch phones and computer games, well Charlie 
certainly the phone’s but it’s mining and fishing shows, so it’s not the worst sort of 
thing he could watch. 

Many of the fishing shows he watches are of big Sharks, giant Tuna in America and 
these Goliath Groper shows also from America. Big Angry Fish is also high on his list 
of favourite fishing shows which is often a morning ritual before heading to school 
and work. Charlie now has a good understanding of what is required to catch big 
fish and was keen to tackle some of the bigger fish in our home waters on the 
Lower Eyre Peninsula, so it was time to tackle those bigger fish.  

Last year during the clubs Eagle Ray Challenge was Charlie’s first chance to have a crack at something bigger.                    
I wanted Charlie to watch and learn on those first few trips to see his reaction to something bigger. He really 
wanted to have crack but the weather wasn’t the best on both trips and we didn’t want a rod and reel going over 
the side so I had to say no much to his disgust. 

I had to do some fair convincing that there would be plenty more opportunities for game fishing especially with 
the Tuna season fast approaching. Unfortunately the Tuna season on Lower Eyre Peninsula has been pretty poor 
and the trips that Charlie did come out on for Tuna produced no Tuna at all. So now I’m no good at catching Tuna 
and he is quick to let everyone know if he is asked!  

Our next game fishing opportunity came in mid-March when the afternoon 

tides start to build and Eagle Rays move into the shallow bays around Port 

Lincoln. You can get big numbers of Rays some days so I was pretty confident 

on getting Charlie hooked up.  One of favourite spots on high tide we fish in 

about 4-5ft of water and off of the rocks and you are not too high from the 

water’s edge. On our arrival Charlie didn’t have high hopes of catching 

anything and was a bit down in the dumps, probably due to a few failed fishing 

trips before. I kept reassuring him that he would get a hook up. As we were 

setting up the first Eagle Ray swam past and that got Charlie's excitement level 

up. I gave him the burley and that was his job of chopping up some pilchards 

and whiting frames which he did very well and within 10 minutes an Eagle Ray 

turned up at our feet.  

Charlie could hardly believe it, he was shaking and was pretty excited and soon 
there were 3 Eagle Rays at our feet hovering up the burley. I prepared Charlie 
with a gimble belt and got him ready for his first Eagle Ray hook up. He 
waited eagerly and I hooked up one of the Eagle Rays for Charlie and handed 
him the rod as it tore off and was even jumping out of the water. He was 
struggling a bit with the rod so I had to hold him and hold the butt of the rod 
in the gimble belt for him. I expected the Ray to get off and it did after a few 
minutes. Charlie was pretty disappointed and I reassured him there would be 
more. After re-rigging and sending out another bait after 10 minutes’ he was 
on again and a second Ray was lost and the confidence was going down hill 
fast. I thought that would be all he could take as he struggled a fair bit and 
needed help but he was up for another round and wanted to keep going. 
Once again we hooked up to a third Ray but this time he was much better 
and pretty much got the Ray in by himself and after 10minites the Ray was at 
our feet and I  had the chance to land the Ray on the rocks.  

 

Charlie in Action 

Charlie a Job Well Done 
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These were only small Rays not much over 15kg and should have been easy to pull out of the water and I’m not 
sure what happened but as I went to lift the ray out the leader snapped and the Ray swam off. Charlie was not 
happy but at least he got to see it close up, it was getting pretty dark the tide much lower so we then headed of 
home.  

2 weeks later was our next trip and the tide was not as high as the last trip and much windier and lots of weed in 
the water. Also due the size of the rays on the last trip I lowered the line class for Charlie to 8kg thinking the rays 
showing up should be in the 10-15kg range.  

After throwing out some burley within 10 minutes the first Ray showed up and was a good one bigger than the 
week before. Charlie was pumped having watched all the Goliath Groper shows giving him inspiration and was all 
keen to do it all on his own. He hooked it up and started fighting the Ray like a pro and did really well and after 10 
minutes I had the leader and the ray up on the rocks. We weighed in the Ray at 17kg and Charlie was pumped 
and kept saying how proud he was of himself. I thought that would be it but he wanted more and after a bit more 
burley another Ray showed up even bigger than the last. I didn’t know how he would go with this one and asked 
him if still wanted to catch it and there was no way I could the rod of him.  

After a bit of mooching around the Ray finally took the bait and this one had some real go in it and took off a heap 
of line or as Charlie said to his Mum when he got home ‘Mum the reel got smoked! 

I didn’t think Charlie would get this one as it fought a lot harder, and 
it was a lot harder for him to hold onto the rod but he was very 
persistent and managed very well. After 10 minutes the Ray was in 
close enough for me to grab the leader and pull up onto the rocks. 
This was one so much bigger on the rocks it didn’t look as big in the 
water and pulled the scales down to 22kg. It was a great 
achievement for a 7 year old on 8kg mono and Charlie was very 
proud of himself and so was I.   

Since then Charlie just wants to catch what-ever he can and has 
managed a small Kingfish with a bit of help and has also hooked 
onto an Eagle Ray which probably was well over 30kg from our Eagle 
Ray spot but he ran out of puff after a 20min fight and lost the Ray. 

 

There’s plenty more fishing adventures planned 
especially with a new boat coming soon. Tuna and 
a Gummy Shark are Charlie’s next target. Charlie’s 
passion for fishing is well and truly in the blood 
and I don’t think he is going to stop anytime soon 
and now he is a ‘game fisherman’ as he says he is 
definitely hooked on reeling in that big fish! 

Shane Hodgens & Son Charlie 

Charlie with another good catch 

Charlie does in all, Rocks, Beach or Boat Great stuff from a 
young Small Fry Angler & good to see 
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Tracey Tito 
Functions Coordinator 

Team Justagirl missed the comp last year due to covid and confusion, so we were keen to 
get up to Prot Lincoln for this year's comp. The forecast for Saturday was bleak with 25 
knot+ winds so the comp was delayed until Sunday and Monday. This was great news to 
most teams, especially those who attend this event often, the skippers brief is one of the 
best gigs in all of SA (South Australia) starting with a Cheers for the Tuna Classic with a 
Shot. A recovery day was a bonus. The Calcutta bids were in, and the pool totaled $ 
41,300 and this year was to be split 3 ways. 10% to VMR Tumby Bay $29,736 for the   
biggest fish and the runner up gets $7,434. Good prizes for SA. David Reid backed  
Justagirl with a $1500 donation. 

We made the most of the Lay day with a trip to The Oysters Farm 
Tours at Coffin Bay. We highly recommend you go for a visit. I 
thought I was a bit of an Oyster Buff, but we have never tasted 
oysters this good, water to mouth in 5 seconds OMG absolute 
bliss. We also learnt that while at sea, oysters are really happy in 
the live bait tank so of course we tested the theory and yes, it is 
true.   

Saturday night we decided to have dinner and a quiet beer at the 

Brew Place rather than head to the Marina for a second night, 

we all want our full wits for Sunday morning.  

 This is the 4th Riviera classic I have fished.  The first year on the 

start gun we went out fast only to get smashed by the wake of 

the big boats when they caught us, so the next few years we 

took off at the start and pulled over to let them go.  

A trailer boat caught in in the wash of 10 Rivieras is not pleasant, in fact it can be downright scary. In 2019 the 

Justagirl Too crew skippered by Dean Forster hit the front at the start and hung in there, so we decided that was 

what we were going to do this year. Were we scared? Hell yes, that is why we had an early night. 

Tournament morning the first stop on the way out was to The 

Prawn Shop stall, they gave every boat a kilo of Prawns, so we 

were set, Prawns, Oysters and Great Northen Beer oh and a 

bread roll for lunch.  

Heading out for the shot gun start the girls were nervous, but I 

was convinced we could do this, we just had to get a good start 

and stay out the front.Russell did the count down 4, 3, 2, Bang 

….... we flew out of the starting gate throttle on full and away 

we went, with girls squealing, the wind in our face, crap flying 

around the deck we were off, and we did not stop, we did it. 

Gin later said that she would do it again next year just for the 

start. 

We had decided to go over to Rosalind Shoals as the Tuna reports were not great, but club President Ralph had 

given us a little heads up, as it happened over half the fleet headed there as well. 

The water was calm, the wind dropped right out, it was perfect, the fish were keen, we had a tackle box full of SFT 

Lures and TSH skirts and the fish loved them with pink doing the damage.  I was on strike, Jules wanted to skip-

per the weekend, Kerry was the deckie and Gin oversaw the fish. Being the greenhorn, it was her job to tag and 

release the Tuna in good condition.  Our first fish ended up dead on the deck, so we had one for the eski that did 

not count for our tally but at least we had made a start. We ended up with 7 countable Fish for day one with the 

afternoon session being slowed down by our shark feeding frenzy. It didn’t matter where we went, they fol-

lowed, we lost 4 fish and half a dozen lures.  
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When lines in was called on day one we packed up and headed to Memory 
Cove it was about an hour's steam from Rosalind Shoals, the mother ship 
this year was the Tacoma, the first Tuna polling ship in South Australia 
and still doing polling trips today. Greeted with glasses and a bottle of 
bubbles made us feel really welcome and a little important. We enjoyed 
it while our fuel was replenished for the next day's fishing. Dinner was 
served with Gaby and Russel once again cooking up a storm for all 
competitors. Our total Tuna for the day was 7. 

Day 2 was another awesome day with flat seas and great fishing 
conditions. We had decided to once again head to Rosalind Shoals. We 
no sooner put our lines in when we had a triple hookup with all 3 fish 
coming onboard, the team had settled into a routine This is the only time 
of year that I get to take strike, it's an honor and season wrap up that 
inspires me all year. I love the fact that the crew supports this, and we 
make it happen. It is always a full crew effort, as we all know it is never 1 
angler who is the champion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday, we tagged another 11 fish, lost 5, got sharked twice and had about 4 fish to small, our goal was to at least 

tag at least 7 as we had the day before. Lines out came to quickly and before we knew it the comp was over. The 

hour trip back in was full of chat and laughter and we were excited about presentation night.  

One of the changes to the comp is numbers do not get radioed on the last 

day, you need to text in your results, we had no idea how we ended up, 

we figured that we had such an awesome day that everyone else would 

have as well. 

We had 4 boats from the club compete, Double Cross, Check mate, 

Broadbill and Team Justagirl  

Team Justagirl had an awesome tournament coming 10th overall. Kerry 

won runner up women under 8 meters, I took out the female under 8 

meters champion with 12 fish, which was also enough for the title of 

Champion female angler.  

Team Justagirl has a TV show on 

channel 44 and 31 called Get 

hooked with Team Justagirl. 

The new series starts on May 

4th 2021 and there are 2 

episodes dedicated to the 

Riviera 2021 Port Lincoln Tuna 

Classic so tune in and get the 

full story. 
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Hi All Members, 
 
Our May members night had attracted about 15 members. It was a cold night but those that were present 
had a nice time around the fire pit and enjoyed the BBQ and a drink. 
 
For most members it was maybe too cold to go out and instead stayed with your family in nice warm 
home. 
 
Thanks to Dale and Ashley for opening up and getting everything organized. Also thanks to Dale for taking 
the photos for the night. 
 
Tracey could not be there this time as she was away. 
 
Thanks, 
Rolf. 

Club Member Graig Blacktopp winner of the 
nights raffle and happy to take home  a few night 
caps!! 
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We departed Port Lincoln on Saturday the 20th of March, we needed to be in        
Adelaide on Monday as the boat needed to be serviced and checked over before 
our trip to Tasmania. It was a beautiful day as we approached Wedge Island and I 
couldn't resist the temptation to throw a line in and try for some Whiting. Bang! As 
soon as the line hit the bottom it was on, I pulled up a  thumper, Gab quickly 
dropped her line in and she also pulled up a huge whiting. 

 

One after another they came in the boat; Gab yells out to me ‘I got a huge one here!’ I look over and see her rod fully 
bent over to the point where I thought it was going to snap. She had a double header of huge whiting and a          
massive torpedo squid latched onto the whiting. I quickly grabbed the net and landed both whiting and the squid. 
She dropped her line in again and sure enough another double header, once again she had outdone me. Less than 
30 minutes later we had our boat limit. 

I decided to head to West Cape and anchor up for the night, where for the rest of the afternoon and night I had to 
hear Gab gloat on how she had out fished me. It’s was 9am on Monday and the mechanic hadn’t arrived yet, I was 
getting anxious as we need to departed no later than 5pm. 

 There was a serious cold front approaching and I wanted to anchor in Antechamber Bay for the night. It was 5pm 
and the mechanic had just finished, before he even stepped off the boat I had it started and Gab had already          
begun untying. We arrived at our anchorage just before dark, it was a quick dinner and an early night as I needed 
to be up early. I was up at 5am and began the journey to Robe, the sea was calm but I knew there was a front       
approaching so it was full steam ahead. 

 

Pulling into Robe is always exciting for us as we have many friends there who we 
love to catch up with, we hadn’t told anyone that we were coming as we wanted to 
surprise them. We pulled up to the fuel wharf and before we even finish tying up 
the boat we were greeted by one of our friends, he had spotted us driving into the 
bay, not so much of a surprise! We spent a week in Robe eating, drinking, more 
drinking and of course catching up with friends. We were lucky enough to head 
out on a crayfish boat for the day with a good friend of ours Woody and               
experience how the professionals do it in Robe. 

  

While we were there Gab even got roped into playing a lawn bowl competition in a 
Giraffe Onesie, I think it suited her. 

 

It was time to leave Robe and make our way to Port Fairy. We wanted to spend a 
night in Port Mac Donnell to say hello to the friends we had met there on our last 
visit, however the weather was looking fantastic for the next few days so we 
needed to keep going. We were about 8mile off the coast of Port Mac Donnell 
when we spotted a heap of birds working, ‘could it be barrels?’ I thought to myself. 

No one had caught a barrel for the season yet, I frantically ran downstairs, grabbed all the rods and lures out of the 
cupboard and began trawling. Bang! Within 5 minutes the reel started screaming. We were on! 

 

I grabbed the rod and started fighting the fish, I had nothing prepared, no harness or gimbals, it was a tough fight. 
Line was peeling out of my Talica 25 at an incredible rate, I had to try gain back as much line as quickly as I could 
as I was conscious of the time and needed to be in Port Fairy before dusk. 

 

After 1 hour I was exhausted, I hadn’t seen the fish yet and he certainly hadn’t give up the fight. About 30 minutes 
later I had the fish close to the boat, I thought to myself ‘he’s done I’ve got him now’ that was definitely not the 
case. The fish had decided to go straight underneath the boat and before I even had time to tell Gab to turn the 
boat the line touched the boat and ping, it was gone, I was devastated.  After a quick dummy spit with few loud 
swear words, I got myself together and began the trip back into Port Fairy. 

 

We were up at the crack of dawn again and began the 150 nautical mile leg to King Island. The weather Gods had 
been kind to us and we had a beautiful crossing all the way to Cape Wickham on King Island. It was shortly after 
that when the tide turned and the winds increased and WOW did the sea change suddenly. I dropped the speed 
from 24 knots down to 6, we were punching straight into a 2 to 3 meter sea, we were getting smashed wave after 
wave, fortunately we only had another 15 miles to go before we could take shelter in Grassy harbour on King                 
Island. We picked up a mooring for the night and celebrate our arrival in Tasmania with a bottle of champagne and 
a Crayfish supplied by our mate Woody. 

The next week was us pulling into ports enjoying the gorgeous little towns on the North Coast. We visited, Stanley, 
Burny, Devonport and George Town, we loved going into the pubs meeting the locals and enjoying the amazing 
fresh seafood. 

 
 

Russell Bianco Gabby Gabbana 

Gabby in “Giraffe Onesie”suit 
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We had been on the boat for 2 weeks now so we decided it was time to berth the 
boat and hire a car to do some exploring. We spent 3 days exploring the Tamar 
River region including Launceston, Beauty Point and Bridport doing all the things 
tourist do. 

  

We had an absolutely great time, 
wine tasting, picking strawberries 
and much more. 

We even caught up with a good 
friend of the Tapley family. Alan 
(at the pub of course) who was    
extremely helpful with information 
for the rest of our trip. 

We began to miss Majesnik so we 
knew it was time to hit the water 
again, our plans were to head to 
Flinders Island,                                       

however Alan had told us his step son Tom was Cray fishing around Clarke Island so we decided to head there. 
We anchored up at a beautiful anchorage called Rebecca Bay on Clarke Island. 
 

We immediately threw the lines overboard to try catching a Flathead and within minutes without even any burley I 
had landed a beautiful flathead. Gab, eager to catch a Tassie flathead quickly threw her line in and of course had to 
catch one bigger than mine. Tom tendered over to us for a few beers and some local knowledge of where to throw 
our pots and was amazed that we had caught 2 flathead. Tom said he has tried fishing in Rebecca Bay for years 
and never caught one. Sure enough it was the only 2 flathead we caught in Rebecca Bay despite throwing the   
burley out and trying for hours.  

We dropped our tender ‘LUI’ and set the Cray pots and did some 
exploring. ‘LUI’ is named after a extremely good mate of ours 
(more like family) that has passed away, it’s our way of feeling Lui is 
always with us. 

The next morning we were eager to check our Cray pots, we have 
never set them before so we were hoping for some luck. We pulled 
the first pot and 2 awesome crayfish; I think you could hear the 
cheers from Port Lincon. 

We raced to the second pot now confident and to our amazement 
nothing. We were happy with 2, it was enough for us. Back to the 
boat for fresh crayfish for breakfast 

 

The next couple of days we spent at various              
anchorages around Clarke Island. We caught 
more flathead, more crayfish, salmon and 
spent hours on ‘LUI’ exploring the amazing 
rock formations and crystal clear water, it was 
truly stunning. 

After Clarke Island we decided to head to Lady 
Baron on Flinders Island, our approach was 
from the West through Franklin sound, a        
narrow waterway between Flinders and Cape 
Baron Island. We had been told that extreme 
care needs to be taken as the true depth is 
doubtful. 

As we approached the wharf in Lady Baron a man in a uniform approached us and looked like he was going to tell us 
we couldn’t tie up there. Instead he came to help us tie up and after a few minutes of conversation he had offered 
us his car to explore the island. We spent the day driving and exploring Flinders Island. Gab had heard you can buy 
mutton birds from the local butcher and it was on her list of foods to try, so off to the butcher for some mutton birds. 
We haven’t cooked them yet but they are in the freezer. The forecast was showing that a big cold front was        
approaching in a couple of days and we wanted to be safely tucked in at St Helen’s when it arrived. If we departed 
Franklin sounds from the East it would be a much shorter route, however we have been warned not to go this way 
by several people. The approach over the shoals via this route is over Pot Boil, there are no leads and it can be 
extremely dangerous. I continued to venture out to the East and the conditions didn’t look too bad, luckily enough 
we made it through safely. However I was concerned, maybe even a little scared when the water was getting           
extremely shallow. 
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We were still waiting for the weather to improve so we spent another couple of days in St Helens and enjoyed more 
wine and cheese tasting as well as exploring the coast. We were lucky enough to meet some locals Gary, Angie and 
their daughter Indy who offered us a car and invited us to dinner at their house. We enjoyed a great night with them 
exchanging fishing stories and gaining some valuable information for the rest of our navigation around Tasmania. 

The weather forecast was still showing gust too 35 knots however it was from the South West so I decided it was time 
to move on and begin our journey to Hobart. It was only a 55 mile trip to Wine Glass Bay and I hugged the coast so 
the sea wasn’t too bad. We arrived in Wine Glass Bay and were immediately captivated by how beautiful it was, we 
immediately drop ‘LUI’ and began exploring. 

 

The next week was spent at many different anchorages exploring much of     
Tasmania’s beaches, islands, coastline, restaurants and pubs as well as                
visiting famous tourist attractions like Port Arthur. 

 

The weather for the next few days wasn’t looking very good so it was either 
sit tight at Pt Arthur or brave the gale force winds and head for Hobart. It 
was only a 40 mile run with a South West wind and I wasn’t going to feel 
the full brunt of it until I passed Cape Raoul. 

 

 I went for it, the first leg of the trip  
wasn’t too bad as we were protected 
from the strong westerly by the  
spectacularly huge rugged cliffs,  

but as soon as we hit cape Raoul we were hit with huge seas, swell and winds 
gust up to 47 knots. 

 The wind was actually lifting the sea spray off the ocean. I have never experi-
enced the ocean like that before, strong winds from one direction and swell 
from another, it was like a massive washing machine.  
 

The boat handled the condition easily and it wasn’t long before we were safely 
tucked into our berth in Constitution Dock.  

We hired a car and spent the next few weeks exploring Tasmania by road. One of our favorite places was Cradle 
Mountain. The views from the walking trails are nothing short of spectacular. 

 

It was time to head back to Hobart as we had some friends coming to stay with us for a week, we enjoyed a couple of 
days on the boat at different anchorages as well as plenty of wine, whiskey and cheese tasting. As soon as our 
friends left the weather was looking good to head out and try some fishing, we had heard that they have been          
catching a few barrels so we headed straight out to Tasman Island and threw the lures out. It wasn’t long before we 
had our first run. Gabriella grabs the rod, sets it to strike and begins fighting the fish. 

 

 Immediately we are inundated with seals all around us, we had been warned how hard it is was to land a fish here 
because of all the seal. As the fish got closer to the boat the seals began to dive, the water is that clear you can see 
the seals chasing after the Tuna. It was game on, Gabriella tightened the drag, she pumps and winds as fast as she 
can. The leader is on the rod and she locks the drag and winds the reel like crazy, that was when the seals grabbed 
the Tuna! It now becomes a tug of war, Gab versus seal and the seal won. Our first fish for the day gone, luckily it 
wasn’t a barrel. We have a good laugh about it and continue on fishing.  

 

 

After some reading on St Helen’s, we discovered that the entrance to the bay is via a treacherous bar way and narrow 
channel full of sandbars and should not be attempted without genuine, detailed, up to date local knowledge. I think I 
got a bit lucky with Pot Boil so I decided not to chance it and we called St Helen’s Marine Rescue to guide us in. I’m 
glad I did as they advised us that we wouldn’t be able to enter the bay during the afternoon as the tide was to low. 
We decided to anchor up in Jamieson bay for the night and we would meet the Marine Rescue boat out the front of 
the bar at 9am the next morning for an escort in.  

 

With the help of the St Helen’s Marine Rescue we safely made it into St Helen’s 
and tied up at the wharf. We hadn’t used our electric folding bikes since Robe so 
we decided to pull them out and explore.  

We rode the bikes to Binalong Bay about 12km from St Helen’s, this area is one of 
the most scenic and beautiful places in Tasmania, from blue sea and fine white 
sand to orange tingled boulders that hug the coast, truly spectacular.  

On our ride back to St. Helens we had heard how good the oysters were from Lease 65 so we rode in and sampled a 
few dozen. Wow! We were very impressed, a completely different tasting oysters to the ones we have at home, but 
equally as good. 
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Steve Morris helping Rolf Czabayski 
apply the IGFA sticker transfer 
onto the container display wall  

and then Steve Morris installed the 
IGFA Weigh Station Gantry that 

he had built in his work shop. 
 

Thanks to Craig Blacktopp from 
“Diesel Worx” 

For the use of his welder on the day 
 

Also thanks for a great job 
 by Paul Wilton, Jon Ridgeway & his 

Wife for their help on the club 
working bee day 

Gabs first Albacore  

We hook and land a couple of Southern Blue fin Tuna and well as loose a few more to seals, our friends were    
correct, it’s very tough fishing over here. Later on in the afternoon we get another strike, Gab grabs the rod again 
and plays the fish to the boat; she notices that it’s not a Blue Fin but an Albacore. Never having landed one     
before she is on full concentration mode, pumping and winding as fast as she can. She is determined not to loose 
this one to the seals. All she can do it tighten the drag wind like crazy and hope for the best.  

 

I have the net in the water ready for her to steer the fish in, the seals are chasing hard, 
I’m yelling, ‘wind faster’ the seal goes for a bite but Gab lifts the rod and the seal 
misses, she winds the reel another couple of times and lands the fish in the net         
perfectly. 

  

As I try lift the net into the boat the seals still try to take the fish but they have no luck 
this time, we successfully land our first albacore and are very pleased with our efforts. 
We decide to give up on our barrel hunt for the day and head into our anchorage for 
some fresh Albacore. We spent the next few days fishing off the East Coast trying to 
catch a barrel, but unfortunately we had no luck! It was time to give up and head back 
into Hobart as we needed to fly back to Adelaide for a function. When we return we 
will continue the rest of our trip around Tasmania. 

  Russell Bianco 
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Club Merchandise Coordinator 

Dale Smith 

Top Shot  
Stainless Steel 
Crimping Pliers 

Shimano Brag Mat 
The only measure accepted when entering a fish 

into the IGFA longest fish categories $30.00 

Club Boat & Car Stickers 

 $5 each 

Size 30 x 20cm 

12inc Deck Tagger $70.00  

6ft Tag Sticks Available $150.00 
Every Boat should have one 

Nylon Dart Tag Only Receptor Needle $20 Two sided $30 

Club Caps.  
Dark Blue all Embroidered with Club Logo   

One size fits all. 

$15 each                              
 

Club Stubby Holders   
Ideal For the Work Place,  

Home or on the Boat. 

 $5 each 

Crimping & Rigging Kits  
Comprises of essential items for rigging up tackle 

for species of fish encountered in SA waters. 

Well worth the investment  $190.00 

The 75 Year History of  

The Game Fishing Club of SA 

Members $60.00  

None Member & Additional Copies  

$70.00 
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NEW 
CLUB 

FISHING 
SHIRTS 

(long 
sleeve) 

Digital Weighing Scales 

Compact, robust, corrosion resistant  

with all heavy duty Stainless Steel fittings  

plus back light display. 

Two Sizes:0 to 60lb  and 0 to 300lb  

Will read out in Pounds or Kilograms 

$185.00 

GFC of SA  
Duplicate Recording Form Books  

Only $20.00 

Modelled by Alexandra Czabayski Modelled by Dianne Czabayski 

GFCSA Boat Burgees & Flags 

Burgees $15.00 

Full Flags $25.00 Tag Flags 
$15.00 

Club Decorative Wall Hanger Only Burgees & Flags Available.. $5.00 each   

Back Front 

Tag Organizer 

Only $30.00 

NEW HOODIES  ONLY $70.00 

ON SALE at $30.00 

 
Only  $75.00  

Modelled by Chloe Johnston 

NEW T-SHIRTS 
2020/21 
ONLY $55.00 

Back Front 
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MARINA BERTH 

For Sale or Lease.                                                
Marina St  Vincent. Wirrina.                                 

12mtr & 15mtr.                                                   
Phone Ches 0412 847 812 

Pic illustration only 

MARINA BERTH RSAYS 

For Sale. 
Berth Number  104-- 14m long 

Leased out: 
RSAYS plus free Senior Membership for 5 

years to the RSAYS.  

DO YOU HAVE ANY ITEMS TO SELL?  

Contact Rolf: 0408 364 488 

14m Club Berth No. 109 at 

R.S.A.Y.S. 

for lease to a club member or SALE! 

Please ring Rolf 
Czabayski for details on 0408364488  

Iridium Satellite 

phone in Box 

$750 half price of RRP. 

Electronic 1000kg 

Scale in box 

$600 Ring Rolf: 
0408364488  

Heavy Tackle Chair 

Harness  

$350 LIKE NEW 

Boat Bait Reels 

$350 each 

Call: 0408364488  

NEW HOODIES  ONLY $70.00 
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31 Shipwright Rd, Largs North SA 5016  

https://maps.google.com/?q=31+Shipwright+Rd.+Largs+North+SA+5016&entry=gmail&source=g
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